
Event Summary…
* Supported by City of Hurricane, St. George Dixie Sunrise Rotary club and Area Convention and Visitors Bureau
* Color Country Chute FESTIVAL enters its 6th year 
* Take advantage of this family oriented event/aviation COMPETITIONS & FESTIVAL and tap into a highly desirable audience 
   of the event and become a part of our massive publicity campaign throughout the events media outlets.
* Area Convention and Visitors Bureau will advertising around NV and Salt Lake Area. St. George TODAY IN DIXIE Magazine will put 
   cover story of this event in the October issue. The Spectrum will put article about our event in the October. 
* We are still expanding and improving the event as one of the premier aviation & family fun events in Washington County.  
* Honored this year to host the World Powered Parachute CHAMPIONSHIPS 
* 1st year that the Championships added to the annual aviation event, with USUA & World sanctioned competitions
* This year attendance is expected to far exceed previous years – and the largest powered parachute event in the WORLD!  
* An annual, world renowned festival of flying Powered Parachutes held in the natural grandeur of southwestern Utah's 
   Color Country providing an incredible place for pilots and spectators alike to gather
* Film crew to capture the event for a TV Documentary
* The Home Field SOLE premier will be shown here – we will have a real Hollywood type atmosphere via the humor of the 
   HF cast – in a small home town way @ the new Theatre in Hurricane 
* Vendors and Manufacturers from the PPC community will be displaying and demonstrating their new products.  
* Children's Toy & Candy drop around mid-day on Saturday
* Rain Dance (Air Ballets-Powered Parachute Aviation Show) 
* For this event to continue – we need SPONSORS!
* Chance to be on High-Def TV as a "Hollywood" TV crew document this event for US and international TV
* So please partner with us to support this UNIQUE event 

For more info. www.SkyTrailsRanch.com or 435-656-0800

Color Country Chute-Out A powered parachute Championship Event!

Oct. 17 - 24 , 2007
Hurricane Fields 
Just SW of the city of Hurricane, 
Alfalfa field around 2000 West 3000 South

Sponsorships 
Invited


